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Sport Safety Mattress - Crash Mat
not only for skiers



WATERPROOF

FLEXIBLE

SECURE

The protective safety mattresses are 
made of PVC Tarpaulin. They are 100
% impermeable and frost-resistant. 
They withstand temperatures from 
-30°C to + 70°C. The padding is also 
water-resistant and made of hard poly
ethylene.

In cooperation with the biggest ski 
resorts in Europe and the actual ski 
resort builders, we have developed a 
mattress that is characterized by high 
flexibility thanks to its special shape. 
It creates a protective barrier which is
u n m a c h e d  c o n s i d e r i n g  i t s 
universal use.

The best way to prevent injuries caused by impact is the use 
of safety mattresses (fenders). A circular shaped shock 
absorber is the best solution for the security of ski resorts, 
its shock absorption is more efficient compared to the tradi-
tional upholstery foam padding.



SIZES AND TYPES

PRICE

Instead of the present solutions, you will have
our flexible safety mattress on your slopes that
is resistant to weather, pitfalls and especially 
safer for skiers.

Traditional ski barriers are made-to-order in 
a L- or U-shape of a cylindrical or flat shape. 
All these types are bulky and can be used 
only for a given shape. Our innovative design
replaces all the mentioned shapes of ski 
cushions.

Because of the variability that they offer, our protective safety 
mattresses are available in three sizes. They can be bent, stacked 
and combined into one unit. The thickness of the mattress is 10 cm. 

Printing prices:
1,2x1,2m = 30 eur
2,2x1,2m = 50 eur

Available in these colors:SIZE:

Prices incl. VAT

1,2 x 1,2 m                      90  €     
2,2 x 1,2 m horizontal   180  €
2,2 x 1,2 m vertical         180  €

INNOVATIVE 



If the basic safety rules are met, slope accidents can almost always be prevented. The best way 
to prevent injuries caused by impact is the use of safety mattresses (fenders). Unlike traditional 
security mattress our innovative design is flexible and fully customizable to different types of 
obstacles. This is the main reason why these protective mattresses are the no. 1 choice among 
the luxury ski resorts and winter sports enthusiasts.

By bending, folding (stacking) or by combining of these unique safety mattresses, whose main 
task is to protect skiers and snowboarders enjoying their time on the slopes, you can now 
quickly and easily change the variability of different types of obstacles. Ona safety mattress is 
sufficient to cover a tree or a pole and by connecting of several mattresses you can create a 
whole safety wall or barrier.

In order to ensure the highest level of protection on the slopes, our exclusive safety mattresses 
are designed from the finest materials. They are completely water resistant and also resistant 
to moisture which distingueshes them from the common safety mattresses. In reality this means 
that they can withstand the most extreme weather fluctuations and remain unchanged 
throughout the year.

As an advantage, we can print the name of a team or a company logo on the front face of the 
mattress which can (for example) serve advertising purposes, which leads to greater visibility 
of your company. Order a safety mattress today and provide security to skiers and snowboarders 
who are heading to your slopes this season.

Branislav Vrskovy
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 

+421 903 445 309
branislav@jvplusav.sk

www.JVplusAV.sk

USAGE: for childrens in schools, cycling, water sports, karts, jumping area, etc.

https://www.jvplusav.sk/ochranne-bezpecnostne-matrace/

